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Scuba diving is a mode of underwater diving where the diver uses a self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus (scuba), which is completely independent of surface supply, to breathe underwater. Scuba divers
carry their own source of breathing gas, usually compressed air, allowing them greater independence and
freedom of movement than surface-supplied divers, and longer underwater endurance ...
Scuba diving - Wikipedia
A scuba set is any breathing apparatus that is carried entirely by an underwater diver and provides the diver
with breathing gas at the ambient pressure. Scuba is an anacronym for self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus.Although strictly speaking the scuba set is only the diving equipment which is required for
providing breathing gas to the diver, general usage includes the harness by ...
Scuba set - Wikipedia
The original Wreck Valley book was published back in 1986. At the time it was not only the first but the only
book for area divers that detailed local shipwreck history and dive conditions.
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If you are a PADI Instructor, Dive Center or Resort, you must log in through the PADI Pros' Site.
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